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Methods: We conducted a retrospective study in obese and nonobese individuals matched by age, sex, medical clinic, and selected exclusionary diagnoses. Data collected included hospitalizations, outpatient visits, professional claims, and prescriptions over 1 year. Costs were assigned to medical resources based on market prices using publicly available costs. Comorbid conditions were determined using a chronic disease score (CDS) index. Groups were compared on types and costs of resources consumed. Regression models were used to examine the effect of body mass index (BMI) on costs while controlling for age and chronic diseases.

Results: A total of 539 obese and 1225 nonobese persons were examined. Obese patients had more hospitalizations \((P<.001)\), prescription drugs \((P<.001)\), professional claims \((P<.001)\), and outpatient visits \((P=.005)\). Obese patients used more cardiovascular, intranasal allergic rhinitis, asthma, ulcer, diabetes, thyroid, and analgesic drugs. Total costs between groups were different (median of $585.44 for obese and $333.24 for nonobese patients; \(P<.001\)). Cost differences were primarily due to medications \((P<.001)\). Predictors of total costs were age, sex, BMI, and CDS. For each unit BMI increase, costs increased 2.3% \((P<.001)\). For each CDS unit increase, costs increased 52.9% \((P<.001)\).

Conclusion: Over 1 year, health care costs for obese persons are higher than for nonobese persons, primarily because of prescription drugs.
economic burden of obesity. Using 1990 examples, 57% of the total cost of type 2 diabetes mellitus ($8.8 billion) was estimated to be due to obesity, and $29 billion of cardiovascular disease costs were estimated to be obesity related.

We were interested in health care consumption between obese and nonobese health plan members. Few studies have compared health care resource utilization between obese and nonobese patients who are similar in age, sex, or socioeconomic status. To our knowledge, no previous study has controlled for chronic diseases in obese and nonobese patients who are similar in age, sex, or socioeconomic status. The purpose of this study was to compare health care resource utilization (ie, outpatient visits, outpatient surgery, emergency department visits, prescriptions, and inpatient services) between obese and nonobese Kaiser Permanente of Colorado (KPCO) members over a 1-year period. We hypothesized that the mean or median number of medical resources used by obese persons differed from nonobese persons. We further hypothesized that the average or median total cost of medical care incurred by obese patients differed from nonobese subjects.

**METHODS**

We matched overweight and obese patients with a BMI of 27.9 to 68.6 with members who were nonobese (normal weight: BMI, 18.5-24.9). Obese patients were matched with nonobese members by age within 5 years, sex, primary outpatient medical office, and absence of selected diagnoses (eg, pregnancy, coronary artery disease, congestive heart failure, and cardiac arrhythmia). Medical office matching was used as a surrogate for socioeconomic status because, at KPCO, medical offices are located throughout the Denver-Boulder-Longmont metropolitan area and the medical office where members seek nonspecialist medical care is primarily the medical office nearest the members’ residence.

For each obese person, BMI was calculated from measured height and weight using data obtained when the individual enrolled in a clinical trial between January 1, 1999, and June 30, 2000 (the Long-term Outcomes of Sibutramine Effectiveness on Weight [LOSE Weight] Study). However, the utilization data used in the present study were from the 12-month period prior to date of clinical trial enrollment for each obese individual to avoid confounding by clinical trial participation. Obese members were identified using the Health Risk Appraisal (HRA) database, a database that contains general health information collected via mailed questionnaire on approximately 60% of KPCO members. Data collected for the nonobese member sample were from the same period as described previously for obese members.

After matching, persons with total expenditures exceeding the 99th percentile were excluded from both groups to reduce the influence of outliers. All study data elements were captured from the KPCO databases used for treatment, payment, and operations and were evaluated from the perspective of the managed care organization. Data collected for utilization and cost analyses included hospitalizations, outpatient visits (composed of clinic office visits, outpatient surgical procedures, and emergency department visits), professional claims, and drug dispensing.

Costs considered included direct medical care costs. Indirect costs, such as those associated with lost productivity, were not evaluated. Costs were assigned to medical resources utilization based on current market prices for goods and services using publicly available cost estimates for physician, emergency department, and hospitalization costs, which were estimated using Medicare’s resource-based relative value scale fee schedule and diagnosis-related groups. For prescription medications, the average wholesale price at the time of dispensing was used. Kaiser Permanente of Colorado contracts with local health care providers for certain medical services such as home health services, some specialty care, and ambulance services. The billed amount was used as the value for contracted services. Chronic diseases were determined using the chronic disease score (CDS) method of Clark et al. For bivariate analyses, each comorbidity was assigned a value of 1 and summed at the patient level. In regression models, the empirical weights reported by Clark et al were used.

The groups were compared with respect to total resource consumption, and subanalyses were conducted for each type of resource consumed. Descriptive statistics for each variable evaluated included number of observations, number of missing observations, mean, SD, median, mode, and minimum and maximum observed values. We used the 2-tailed t test to evaluate age matching and the χ² test to evaluate sex matching. Statistical software used for the t test and χ² test was SAS version 8.2 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC).

Because the 2 groups were matched by age and sex, the assumption of independent groups no longer held. We therefore used statistical methods appropriate for possible correlations among the matched obese and nonobese patients. We used a linear mixed model to fit the BMI data. Conditional Poisson regression models were used to fit CDS, outpatient visits, professional service claims, and prescription drug use. Conditional logistic regression models were used to model hospitalization resource consumption and the use of selected therapeutic drug classes, while the Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to evaluate hospitalization length of stay. Because most patients had no hospitalization costs, the economic analysis used a 2-part model to compare correlated health care cost data with zeros between the 2 groups. Variables evaluated in the models of costs included outpatient visits, professional service claims, hospitalizations, prescription drug use, and total costs. In the multiple regression predicting total costs, independent variables included patient age, sex, BMI, and CDS. A conditional logistic regression model was fitted to evaluate the risk of hospitalization as a dependent variable with risk factors BMI, age, and CDS as independent variables. Age was included in both regression models because, although age was a matching criterion, the 2 groups were matched by age in 5-year groupings. For the linear mixed model, conditional Poisson regression models, and conditional logistic regression models, Stata version 7 (Stata Corp., College Station, Tex) was used. The Kaiser Foundation Research Institute institutional review board approved this study.

**RESULTS**

A total of 545 obese patients were matched with 1229 nonobese patients; 462 obese individuals were matched with 2 or 3 nonobese individuals, while 83 obese individuals were matched with 1 nonobese individual. Ten persons (6 obese and 4 nonobese) were excluded from analysis because their medical costs exceeded the 99th percentile for total cost. Therefore, 539 obese and 1225 nonobese persons were included in analyses.

The 2 groups had similar age and sex distribution. The mean (SD) age in years was 48.2 (10.4) for obese persons and 49.1 (10.3) for nonobese individuals (P = .07).
The age range was 21 to 79 years for obese persons and 22 to 84 years for nonobese persons. Of obese patients, 18% were male, while 21.8% of nonobese patients were male \( (P = .06) \), a difference that resulted from the matching ratio. Comparisons of BMI and CDS for obese patients and nonobese patients are given in Table 1. Mean BMI for obese patients was 37.9 (95% confidence interval [CI], 37.3–38.4) with a range of 27.9 to 68.6. For nonobese persons, the mean BMI was 22.4 (95% CI, 22.3–22.5), with a range of 18.5 to 24.9 \( (P < .001) \). Both obese and nonobese patients had a median of 1 chronic disease \( (P = .17) \).

New and refill prescription utilization was significantly greater in obese patients (median, 11 prescriptions) than in nonobese persons (median, 6 prescriptions) \( (P < .001) \) (Table 2). The 5th to 95th percentile for number of prescriptions was 0 to 39 for obese patients and 0 to 27 for nonobese individuals. An obese individual obtained 1.81 times more prescription drugs than did a nonobese individual during this 1-year period. Compared with nonobese individuals, obese individuals used more antihypertensive medications, calcium channel blockers, β-blockers, diuretics, intranasal allergic rhinitis preparations, asthma medications, ulcer medications, antidiabetic drugs, thyroid drugs, and nonnarcotic and narcotic analgesics (Table 3).

Most individuals in both groups had no hospitalizations (Table 2); however, there was a statistically significant difference in the rate of hospitalization between the 2 groups \( (P < .001) \). An obese individual was 3.85 times more likely to have been hospitalized during the year of the study than was a nonobese individual. When an obese individual was hospitalized, the length of stay was similar to a nonobese individual (median, 1.86 days vs 1.84 days; \( P = .31 \)). The mean age of an obese individual who was hospitalized was younger than the mean age of a nonobese individual who was hospitalized (49 vs 56 years).

The median number of outpatient visits was 3 for the obese group and 2 for the nonobese group \( (P = .005) \). There was greater variability in the number of outpatient visits in the nonobese group (5th-95th percentile: obese 0–7; nonobese 0–9). The obese group also had a higher median number of professional service claims (398 claims for 539 patients vs 550 claims for 1225 patients; \( P < .001 \)) and an 80% greater chance of having a professional services claim during the year than did the nonobese group.

Table 4 displays costs for health care services. Total costs between groups were significantly different \( (P < .001) \). The median total costs for obese persons were $585.44 compared with $333.24 for nonobese persons. This difference was primarily due to greater prescription medication costs in the obese group, although obese patients had significantly higher costs for hospitalizations \( (P = .01) \) as well. Median prescription costs were $357.65 for obese patients compared with $157.86 for nonobese persons \( (P < .001) \). Median outpatient visit costs were less for obese patients \( ($79.58) \) than for nonobese persons \( ($91.82; P < .001) \). Professional service claims costs were not statistically different between groups \( (P = .20) \).

Table 5 displays the results from the 2-part regression model predicting total direct health care costs, with age, sex, BMI, and CDS as predictor variables. All 4 variables were significant predictors of total costs. For each additional unit increase in CDS, total costs increased by 52.9% \( (P < .001) \). For each unit increase in BMI, total costs increased 2.3% \( (P < .001) \). For each year increase in age, total costs increased by 1.3% \( (P < .001) \). Finally, on average, men consumed 21% less in health care dollars than did women \( (P < .001) \).

Body mass index and the number of chronic diseases were significant predictors of increased risk of hospitalization (OR, 1.11 [95% CI, 1.05–1.16]; \( P < .001 \) and OR, 1.40 [95% CI, 1.07–1.82]; \( P = .01 \), respectively). Each unit increase in the BMI increased the risk of hospitalization by 11%, while each additional chronic disease increased the risk of hospitalization by 40%. Age (OR, 0.93 [95% CI, 0.66–1.31; \( P = .69 \)) was not associated with increased risk of hospitalization in these patients.

The results of this study indicate that obese persons consume greater numbers of prescription medications and have higher prescription drug costs, higher hospitalization costs, and higher overall health care costs compared with nonobese persons. Increased prescription drug costs are the most important contributor to increased health care costs for obese persons over a 1-year period. After controlling for age, sex, and chronic diseases, a person with a BMI of 40 is likely to consume $115 more in health care costs per year compared with a person with a BMI of 25. Internal data from the current HRA survey of KPCO suggest that 22% of the adult members of KPCO are obese. When extrapolated to the adult KPCO population, KPCO has approximately 65000 adult members who are overweight or obese—4000 who have a BMI of 40 or greater. These 4000 persons account for an estimated $460000 in extra medical care costs each year compared with persons with a BMI of 25. These costs estimates are conservative because they do not include the cost contributions of additional chronic diseases experienced by obese individuals. Each additional chronic disease contributes an estimated extra $177 per year to the health care costs of an obese individual.

Our finding that an obese individual had a 3.85 times greater risk of hospitalization than did a nonobese indi-
individual is particularly interesting because the mean age of the hospitalized nonobese individuals was older (56 years) than the mean age of the hospitalized obese individual (49 years). Because only patients who were hospitalized were included in the hospitalization analysis, we were initially concerned that we were comparing the outcome between 2 different populations in terms of age and that the difference in hospitalization risk could be caused by the difference in age, not the difference in obesity status. We know that for KPCO members overall, the rate of hospitalization increases with increasing age (unpublished data, 2003). However, because the younger, obese population actually had the higher hospitalization rate in our study, we believe that age did not contribute to the increased hospitalization risk in the obese subjects.

Other studies have found relationships between obesity and increased medical care costs. Thompson and colleagues assessed the relationship between BMI and health care costs in a retrospective cohort study. Costs of care for study subjects who responded to a health survey in 1990 and were stratified by BMI at that time were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Obese Patients (n = 539)</th>
<th>Nonobese Patients (n = 1225)</th>
<th>IRR/OR (95% CI), P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outpatient visits</td>
<td>1803</td>
<td>3781</td>
<td>1.09 (1.03-1.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitalization</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.85 (2.02-7.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of stay for hospitalizations, d</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional service claims</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>1.80 (1.58-2.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescription drugs</td>
<td>7868</td>
<td>9900</td>
<td>1.81 (1.75-1.86)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Medical Resource Utilization of Obese and Nonobese Patients

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; IRR, incidence rate ratio for outpatient visits, professional service claims, and prescription drugs from conditional Poisson regressions; OR, odds ratio for hospitalization from conditional logistic regression; NA, not applicable.

*Median (5th-95th percentile).
†Wilcoxon rank sum test.

Table 3. Use of Selected Therapeutic Drug Classes by Obese and Nonobese Patients

*Conditional logistic regression.
evaluated from 1990 through 1998. In comparison with persons with a BMI of 20 to 24, costs for persons with a BMI of 25 to 29.9 and 30 or greater were significantly higher for prescription drugs and for all medical care. While costs for outpatient services and inpatient care were higher for the higher BMI levels, the findings were not statistically significant. Our study similarly found that the increase in total health care costs for obese individuals was primarily from prescription drug costs.

Narbro et al evaluated both the types and costs of medications more often taken by obese individuals via a cross-sectional comparison of the use of prescription medications in 1286 obese individuals in the Swedish Obese Subjects (SOS) study and 958 reference individuals. Compared with the reference persons, in the SOS study obese individuals took more medications for cardiovascular disease, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, other pain medications, drugs for diabetes mellitus, and asthma medications. Costs for medications for obese individuals were more than 50% higher than for the reference population. Our results also demonstrate that obese individuals use more cardiovascular medications, drugs for diabetes, analgesics, and asthma medications than did nonobese individuals. In addition, more obese patients in our study used ulcer medications, thyroid drugs, and intranasal allergic rhinitis preparations.

A retrospective database analysis of patients completing a membership health survey at Kaiser Permanente (KP) in Northern California also demonstrated increased health care resource utilization and costs among obese members. In this study by Quesenberry et al, 8893 (52%) of 17 118 members had a BMI of 25 or greater (BMI of 25-29.9 [n = 6003], BMI of 30-34.9 [n = 1994], and BMI ≥ 35 [n = 896]). Health services use data were evaluated over a 12-month period. Total health care costs were increased in patients with a BMI in the range of 30.0 to 34.9 and 35 or greater. Mean annual costs were 25% greater among those with BMI of 30.0 to 34.5 and 44% higher among those with BMI of 35 or greater compared with those with a BMI of 20.0 to 24.9 (P = .003). The presence of coronary heart disease, hypertension, and diabetes was associated with increased costs. It was estimated that the cost of obesity in 1994 for the KP Northern California Region was $220 million. One limitation of the study by Quesenberry et al was that the study population was selected from members who chose to complete a survey. An additional limitation of this study was that self-reported heights and weights were used. A validation study of 111 medical charts of patients included in the study indicated that weights were underreported, resulting in underreporting of BMI. Finally, because of database issues, they used a different sampling time frame to ascertain use of outpatient radiology and pharmacy services from the time frame used for the other services evaluated.

Strengths of our study include that the obese and nonobese patient samples were matched with regard to age, sex, a surrogate for socioeconomic status, and chronic disease score. To our knowledge, no previous study has controlled for chronic diseases in the evaluation of health care costs and utilization. In addition, we used publicly available costs in our economic evaluations.

A potential limitation of our study was excluding the 10 individuals who represented expenditures exceeding the 99th percentile for total costs. Another potential limitation of our study was that the costs estimates used were based on national fee schedules and publicly available prices. Therefore, these cost estimates may not reflect experiences for a given health plan or other payer entity. A third limitation was that the BMI measurements in our study groups were derived differently. The BMI for nonobese persons was drawn from height and weight data these individuals self-reported in the HRA (with the potential for underreporting of BMI), whereas the BMI of the obese patients was from measured height and weight. However, if this had biased our results, the bias should have been toward the null because there would have been less difference between the 2 groups in BMI. It is feasible that subjects who responded to the HRA survey (from which the nonobese sample was drawn) are somehow different from individuals who chose not to respond to the HRA survey and different from the obese sample studied in this project. Survey responders are generally considered to be more concerned about their health. Because 60% of the KP membership has responded to the HRA survey, we do not believe the HRA response/nonresponse factor contributed to selection bias in a meaningful way. It could also be posited that individuals in the obese group, who participated in the LOSE Weight study, were more concerned about their health, had more health complaints, and were more likely to seek medical care than the overall population of obese individuals. Finally, we did not capture smoking status for the groups. It would have been desirable to know whether the percentage of smokers was similar between groups because of potential differences in health care resource utilization between smokers and nonsmokers.

Our study examined health care consumption over only a 1-year period. We did not examine long-term costs or reduced life expectancy due to obesity. Although the long-term consequences of obesity are costly in terms of medical resources consumed, many of the cost consequences have been estimated using predicted rather than actual data. Furthermore, very few studies have evaluated the long-term effects of weight loss on drug costs or use in obese patients. Perhaps the best data available to date is from the SOS study in which subjects were followed for 6 years. In the SOS study, changes in the use and costs of medications for 510 surgically and 455 conventionally treated obese patients were analyzed in relation to treatment and weight change. Over the 6 years, medication costs for diabetes and cardiovascular disease drug therapy increased by 96% for pa-

### Table 5. Factors Predicting Total Direct Health Care Costs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Coefficient (β)</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>P Value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (male)</td>
<td>-0.236</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>1.023</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic Disease Score</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>1.529</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Two-part regression model (Berk and Lachenbruch, 2002).
tients with weight loss of less than 5%, whereas the costs decreased by 8% for subjects with weight loss 15% or greater. A 10% or greater weight loss was needed to reduce costs of medication for cardiovascular disease and diabetes for patients who had these diseases at baseline. To reduce need for new treatment of these 2 diseases, a weight loss of 15% or greater was necessary.

Our study did not examine the indirect costs of obesity or the effect of obesity on quality of life. Research has previously documented that as BMI increases, so do the number of sick days, short-term disability, and other indirect costs. Sturm asserted that obesity has a stronger association with reduced health-related quality of life and increased health care spending than do either problem drinking or smoking.

The economic burden of obesity is significant, even over the relatively short-time period of 1 year. Our study documents the association between health care expenditures and level of obesity using individual-level data, while taking age, sex, and chronic diseases into consideration. Further study is needed to establish the economic burden of obesity using data from a longer period.
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